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Abstract

Introduction: The decision to undergo genetic testing for familial frontotemporal

dementia (fFTD) is challenging and complex. When counseling individuals, clinicians

need to know what individuals understand about the type of fFTD for which they may

be at elevated risk. Unfortunately, no tools to measure understanding of fFTD exist,

and no study has investigated knowledge gain from fFTD genetic counseling.

Methods:Before and after genetic counseling, 42 asymptomatic individuals from fFTD

families completed the newly developed fFTDKnowledge Assessment and Psycholog-

ical Impact Questionnaire (fFTDKAPI-Q), along with affect andmood questionnaires.

Results: Genetic counseling resulted in substantial knowledge gain on the fFTD

KAPI-Q (average gain = 40%); those with lower pre-counseling scores gained the

most. Negative affect diminished by 11%. Individuals who gained the greatest knowl-

edge demonstrated the greatest reduction in negative affect.

Conclusions: Genetic counseling was effective regardless of level of baseline knowl-

edge and has an immediate ameliorative impact on negative affect.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Genetic alterations associated with familial frontotemporal demen-

tia (fFTD) are highly penetrant and follow an autosomal dominant

inheritance pattern.1 In most fFTD families, an alteration is present

in the microtubule associated protein tau (MAPT) gene on chromo-

some 17,2–4 the progranulin (GRN) gene on chromosome 17,5,6 or the

chromosome 9 open reading frame 72 gene (C9orf72).7,8 Patients who

develop symptoms as a result of an alteration in one of these genes

exhibit remarkable heterogeneity in age at onset (ranging from the20‘s

to the 80’s) and clinical phenotype.9

As with other autosomal dominantly inherited neurodegenera-

tive diseases, asymptomatic adult members of families with fFTD

may choose to obtain genetic testing for a variety of reasons (eg,
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reproductive decisions; financial, estate, care, or other life planning;

long-term care insurance). Individuals deliberating predictive testing

under these complex circumstances need a clear understanding of the

risks and benefits of learning their genetic status and the uncertainties

that would remain if results demonstrate the presence of the genetic

abnormality. Because there are no disease-modifying therapies for

this debilitating, fatal illness, it would not be surprising for a healthy

individual who learns that they are a member of an fFTD family, or

that they carry a genetic alteration, to experience a variety of adverse

psychological reactions. Research in Huntington’s disease (HD) has

shown that both positive and negative test results can impact social

dynamics and quality of life10,11; thus international guidelines for

genetic counseling and predictive testing for individuals in HD families

have been developed.12,13 Although these guidelines have informed
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the recommendations for genetic counseling and testing for FTD

and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS),14–16 genetic counselors face

potentially even greater challenges when working with fFTD family

members owing to the greater heterogeneity in age at onset, clinical

phenotypic presentation, and prognosis. The complexities andmiscon-

ceptions of fFTD can be difficult for lay people to understand, and the

implications of genetic testingmay lead to substantial distress.

Currently, no tools exist to measure an individual’s knowledge

about fFTD, and the field lacks evidence to support the efficacy of

structured educational and counseling protocols specific to fFTD. Such

tools would assist clinicians in evaluating an individual’s knowledge

of the form of fFTD relevant to them and the issues that may be

particularly distressing to that individual, which would then guide

additional counseling efforts. The more a clinician is aware of the

individual’s understanding and appreciation of the illness they may

be facing, the better equipped the clinician is to compassionately and

effectively deliver potentially devastating news.

To address this need, we developed the fFTD Knowledge Assess-

ment and Psychological Impact Questionnaire (fFTD KAPI-Q) and a

structured education and counseling protocol, which we incorporated

into our standard procedures for family members in our ongoing lon-

gitudinal fFTD cohort study. Using the fFTD KAPI-Q, the goal of the

present study was to examine the impact of genetic counseling on gain

in knowledge about fFTD, and the relationships between knowledge,

counseling, and affect.

We hypothesized that (1) participants would demonstrate an

increase in knowledge about fFTD after genetic counseling, and that

individuals with less baseline knowledge would improve the most

as a result of counseling; (2) individuals with higher baseline anxi-

ety would demonstrate greater baseline knowledge due to proactive

information-seeking tendencies prior to participating in genetic coun-

seling, or, alternatively, that individuals with lower baseline knowledge

would be more anxious because of a fear of the unknown; and (3) neg-

ative affect will decrease after genetic counseling as participants’ mis-

conceptions will be corrected, and participants will receive validation

that the knowledge they have is accurate.

2 METHODS

2.1 Participants and clinical evaluation

The Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH) FTD Unit developed our

fFTD Longitudinal Cohort in 2009, collecting a range of data on

members of families with autosomal dominant FTD (and in some

cases ALS). Participants undergo an extensive annual assessment

that involves neurologic, psychiatric, and neuropsychological evalua-

tions, including structured interviews (participant and informant) and

researchMRI scans.

All participants and study partners undergo genetic counselingwith

our Genetic CounselingManager (D.E.L.), and are offered the opportu-

nity to pursue genetic testing. All attempts are made to keep members

of the research team blind to genetic status of our participants.

HIGHLIGHTS

∙ The familial frontotemporal dementia (fFTD) Knowl-

edgeAssessment and Psychological ImpactQuestionnaire

(fFTD KAPI-Q) measures fFTD knowledge and efficacy of

genetic counseling.

∙ Genetic counseling results in objective improvement in

knowledge about fFTD.

∙ Genetic counseling for fFTD is not associated with

increased negative affect.

∙ The fFTD KAPI-Q and counseling protocol is a prototype

for clinical trials in FTD.

RESEARCH INCONTEXT

1. Systematic review: The authors present an overview of

the existing literature (using PubMed) on the efficacy

of genetic counseling for improving knowledge and

understanding and its psychological impact on individuals

considering predictive testing in neurodegenerative dis-

orders such as familial frontotemporal dementia (fFTD).

No tools exist that objectively measure knowledge about

fFTD, and there have been no studies that havemeasured

what individuals learn about the condition following

genetic counseling or the potential psychological impact

that the session has on individuals in the decision-making

process to pursue genetic testing.

2. Interpretation: We developed the fFTD KAPI-Q to mea-

sure knowledge about fFTD and the psychological impact

of genetic counseling, and administered the question-

naire to asymptomatic participants prior to and after

genetic counseling and psychoeducation. Our findings

indicate that participants showan improvement in knowl-

edge and understanding of fFTD following counseling,

with most participants demonstrating a decrease in neg-

ative affect associated with increased knowledge of

fFTD.

3. Future directions: This study serves as a prototype

for other studies that include predictive genetic test-

ing in neurodegenerative disorders (eg, clinical trials

that require predictive genetic testing and disclosure of

results to participants). The next iterations of the fFTD

KAPI-Q will include more complex questions about fFTD

to address near-ceiling effects of the current version.

Future studies will also examine the longer-term effects

on affect and mood following the genetic counseling ses-

sion and assess for the maintenance of newly learned

information that may impact ongoing decision-making

related to predictive testing and other future planning.
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For the current study, we recruited individuals from the fFTD Lon-

gitudinal Cohort who were asymptomatic based on the evaluation

described above and multidisciplinary consensus. All participants gave

written informed consent in accordancewith guidelines established by

the Mass General Brigham Institutional Review Boards, which govern

human subjects research atMGH.

2.2 Study assessments

2.2.1 fFTD Knowledge Assessment and
Psychological Impact Questionnaire (fFTD KAPI-Q)

Knowledge of fFTD was evaluated with a questionnaire we developed

consisting of 10 multiple-choice or short-answer questions (available

upon request). Questions ascertained participants’ knowledge of the

fFTD-related genetic alteration in their family, symptoms associated

with fFTD, age at symptom onset, and inheritance patterns. We based

some of these questions on elements of the Capacity Assessment Tool

for Genetic Testing, which assesses the understanding and apprecia-

tion of apolipoprotein E gene (APOE) testing for Alzheimer’s disease

(AD).17 The fFTD KAPI-Q score is the percent correct of the 10 ques-

tions (primary outcome measure for Hypothesis 1). Additional open-

ended questions assessed their understanding and appreciation of the

potential impact that this knowledge may have on their psychologi-

cal and physical well-being and on those within their immediate social

network.

2.2.2 Positive and Negative Affect Scale
(PANAS)18

This scale comprises 20 items that measure positive and negative

affect. Each item is rated on a five-point Likert scale (1 = Very slightly

or not at all to 5 = Extremely), reflecting the intensity of affect in the

specified time frame. Lower scores reflect lower affect (score range: 10

to 50).We focused only on the negative affect items (PANAS-N) for the

current study to capture psychological distress that may develop after

counseling. ThePANAS-Nscalehas anormativemeanof14.8 (standard

deviation [SD]= 5.4).

2.2.3 Beck Anxiety Inventory (BAI)19

The BAI is a self-report measure of subjective somatic or panic-related

symptoms of anxiety. Higher scores reflect a greater level of anxiety.

2.2.4 Beck Depression Inventory-2 (BDI-2)20

The BDI-2 is a self-report instrument that measures the presence and

severity of depressed mood. Higher scores reflect greater severity of

depressive symptoms.

2.3 Procedures

Participants first completed study assessment questionnaires immedi-

ately before meeting with the genetic counselor (D.E.L.) for compre-

hensive genetic counseling, which included a review of their responses

on the fFTDKAPI-Q, education to correct misconceptions about fFTD,

and review of additional possible answers previously generated by the

research team for each KAPI-Q question that could have been given by

the participant. Participants typically completed the fFTD KAPI-Q and

the PANAS again immediately after the counseling session (with some

exceptions). Next, participants met with our neuropsychologist (B.W.)

for a structured interview exploring participant answers with respect

to their own situation and history. Narratives were recorded for future

qualitative analyses (beyond the scope of the current article). No new

information was shared with the participant during this meeting. No

supportive counseling was performed.

2.4 Data analysis

As the primary variable of interest in hypothesis 1 is change (improve-

ment) in knowledge, participants demonstrating 100% accuracy

(n= 11) on the fFTDKAPI-Q prior to genetic counselingwere removed

from the sample, leaving 31 individuals for the analysis. A repeated-

measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was computed to examine

change in percent correct on the fFTDKAPI-Q after counseling.

The percent change in accuracy on the fFTDKAPI-Qwas used as the

outcome variable in a linear regression analysis to test the hypothesis

that those with the least knowledge about fFTD would gain the great-

est amount of knowledge as a result of counseling.

For hypothesis 2, a Pearson correlation coefficient was computed

to examine the relationship between BAI and percent correct on pre-

counseling fFTD KAPI-Q. After excluding cases with missing BAI data,

38 participants were included in this analysis.

For hypothesis 3 (genetic counseling would lead to a reduction

in negative affect), we removed participants from the analysis who

were at floor (ie, a score of 10 on PANAS-N). With the additional

removal of one participant who failed to complete the PANAS after

counseling, the sub-sample for this analysis included 33 individuals.

A repeated-measures ANOVA was computed, using pre- and post-

counseling PANAS-N scores.

To examine the relationship between magnitude of knowledge

gain and magnitude of change in negative affect, we removed those

individuals from the PANAS-N sub-sample with scores of 100% on

the fFTD KAPI-Q prior to counseling (for reasons outlined above),

thereby reducing the sample for this analysis to 23 individuals. A

percent change score was calculated for PANAS-N scores pre- and

post-counseling. A linear regression was computed with percent

change in knowledge as the predictor and percent change in PANAS-N

as the outcome.

Pearson correlation analyses were computed to identify any effects

of gender, age, or education on the outcomemeasures described above

(P’s> .05).
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TABLE 1 Demographic and clinical characteristics of fFTDKAPI study sample

Genetic alteration in family

n= 42 MAPT (n= 15) c9orf72 (n= 25) GRN (n= 2)

Age (years), mean (SD) 47.4 (13.6) 45.0 (12.5) 65.8 (13.8)

Female/male 9/6 17/8 2/0

Education (years), mean (SD) 15.1 (2.2) 16.8 (2.1) 17.0 (1.4)

BDI-2, mean (SD) 6.5 (8.4) 5.6 (5.7) 16 (5.7)

BAI, mean (SD) 4.6 (5.8) 4.1 (5.6) 6.5 (2.1)

Knows own genetic status (carries genetic alteration) 6 (6) 13 (5) 0 (0)

F IGURE 1 The fFTDKAPI-Q demonstrated an improvement in participants’ knowledge about fFTD after genetic counseling (P< .01). Error
bars indicate one standard error of themean

All analyses were conducted using SPSS software (IBM Corp.

Released 2017. IBM SPSS Statistics for Macintosh, Version 25.0.

Armonk, NY: IBM Corp.). We used an alpha level of .05 for all statisti-

cal tests.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Demographics

Demographic and clinical characteristics of participants are shown in

Table 1. There were twice as many female as male participants in the

sample (28F/14 M). Scores on the BDI-2 and BAI were below cut-off

for significant psychopathology for all but one individual in the sam-

ple, whose score on both measures fell within the moderate to severe

range. Three participants reported symptoms suggesting a moderate

degree of depressedmood, with one of these individuals also reporting

amoderate degree of anxiety. None reported thoughts of self-harm.

3.2 Impact of genetic counseling on knowledge
of fFTD

Genetic counseling resulted in a measurable gain in knowledge, with

a mean pre-counseling fFTD KAPI-Q score of 72.3% (SD = 16.7) and

a mean post-counseling score of 95.5% (SD = 9.6) [F (1,30) = 67.1,

P < .01)] (Figure 1). On average, participants gained 39.5% in correct

answers (with a rangeof0%to150% improvement; SD=39.3); thiswas

a large effect (Cohen’s d = 1.8). Seventy-four percent of participants

reached 100% accuracy after counseling. Of the eight participants

who did not reach 100% accuracy after counseling, six demonstrated

improvement of varying degrees (post-counseling % correct range:
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F IGURE 2 Lower baseline knowledge of fFTD is associated with a greater gain in knowledge of fFTD after counseling (r= 0.86, P≤ .01)

60% to90%accuracy). Two individuals showedno change in score,with

both participants answering the same question (“If you were identified

to have the same genetic alteration as other family member(s) with a

neurologic condition, what does this mean about the possible types

of symptoms you could develop?”) with the same incorrect answer.

There was no pattern in their baseline mood or anxiety scores that

seemed to account for this unchanged performance, suggesting that

factors other than mood interfered with knowledge improvement on

this item.

Baseline knowledge predicted the magnitude of knowledge gain

after counseling (r= 0.86, P< .01); that is, thosewith less knowledge at

baseline gained the greatest amount of knowledge after genetic coun-

seling (Figure 2). This effect was not driven entirely by ceiling effects

as not all participants who showed an improvement post-counseling

achieved 100% accuracy. The magnitude of change was large for some

but not all participants who started with lower baseline scores on the

fFTDKAPI-Q.

Our hypotheses about relationships between baseline anxiety and

knowledge were supported by the data. There was no significant rela-

tionship between BAI and pre-counseling knowledge (P= 0.1).

3.3 Impact of genetic counseling on negative
affect

Negative affect diminished after counseling (pre-counseling PANAS-

N x̄ = 17.5 [SD = 5.0], post-counseling PANAS-N x̄ = 15.3 (SD = 5.2)

[F(1,32) = 11.65, P < .01]) (Figure 3). This is approaching a medium-

sized effect, with an average % change (decrease) in PANAS-N score

of −11.2% (SD = 18.8; Cohen’s d = 0.43). Although the group-average

negative affect diminished, a subset of participants showed either no

change or an increase in negative affect (11 participants showed either

no or only a 1-point change; one showed an increase in negative affect

of 6 points).

Due to concerns about distress that genetic counselingmayprovoke

in individuals who have depression or anxiety we examined partici-

pants in our sample with a moderate to severe degree of depressed

mood and anxiety. Two participants (with BDI-2 and BAI scores in

the moderate to severe range) showed no change in negative affect

post-counseling. Two participants who reported a moderate level of

depression at baseline showed improvement in negative affect after

counseling. The individual whose PANAS-N increased from a score

of 17 to 23 reported no evidence for baseline depression or anxiety.

Overall, baseline mood was not associated with a worsening of (or lack

of improvement in) negative affect after genetic counseling.

With respect to the relationship between magnitude of knowledge

gain andmagnitudeof change innegative affect, individualswhogained

the greatest amount of knowledge demonstrated the greatest reduc-

tion in negative affect: the change in % correct on fFTD KAPI-Q and

% change in PANAS-N were inversely correlated (r = -0.49, P = .02)

(Figure 4).

3.4 Influence of knowledge of genetic status
on primary outcomes

Although the study is not powered to examine differences between

participants who knew or did not know their genetic status, a
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F IGURE 3 Negative affect (PANAS-N) improves after genetic counseling (P≤ .01). Error bars indicating one standard error of themean

F IGURE 4 Negative affect (PANAS-N) decreases with improvement in knowledge about fFTD after counseling (r= 0.49, P= .02)

preliminary analysis revealed no statistical difference between the two

groups across any of the primary outcomes (P’s > .1); however, trends

emerged suggesting that individuals who knew their status tended to

have higher baseline knowledge and reported less change in negative

affect comparedwith those who did not know their status. (Table 2).

4 DISCUSSION

In our experience, asymptomatic family members of patients diag-

nosedwith fFTDoften experience substantial distresswhen discussing

their risk of developing the illness and the possibility of undergoing
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TABLE 2 Percent change in knowledge (KAPI-Q) and negative affect (PANAS-N) by participants’ knowledge of their genetic status

Knows genetic status

(n= 19)

Does not know genetic

status n= 23)

Baseline KAPI-Q (% correct), mean (SD) 78 (12.1)

(range: 60% to 90%)

66.9 (18.9)

(range: 40% to 90%)

% change on KAPI-Q, mean (SD) 29.6 (22.6)

(range: 0% to 67%)

48.8 (49.1)

(range: 0% to 150%)

Baseline PANAS-N, mean (SD) 16.1 (4.1)

(range: 11–13)

18.7 (5.5)

(range: 12–36)

% change PANAS-N, mean (SD) −7.7 (17.6)

(range: -39% to 35%)

14.2 (19.8)

(range: -45% to 16%)

predictive genetic testing. Some of this distress arises from lack of

knowledge or misconceptions about the genetics and the clinical char-

acteristics of the illness. Therefore, we developed the fFTD KAPI-Q to

measure individuals’ knowledge about both fFTD and the psycholog-

ical impact of learning the results of fFTD genetic testing. We report

here evidence that the fFTD KAPI-Q measured the efficacy of genetic

counseling and psychoeducation on asymptomatic family members’

knowledge about fFTD. Furthermore, we demonstrate that for most

participants in our sample, the knowledge they gain from this interven-

tion was associated with reduced negative affect. These results have

important implications for ongoing studies of fFTD, including clinical

trials of potential therapies that may require that asymptomatic

individuals learn their genetic status in order to participate.

4.1 Impact of genetic counseling on knowledge
gain

Participants showed a substantial improvement in their understanding

of facts related to fFTD following counseling. Group results support

the notion that the intervention was effective regardless of baseline

knowledge, with 74% of participants reaching 100% accuracy. As

expected for an effective educational intervention, those who had

the lowest level of knowledge of fFTD prior to counseling showed the

greatest improvement. Two participants showed no change in their

incorrect response to the question regarding types of symptoms one

may develop if found to have the same genetic alteration as other

affected family members, despite correction during the counseling

session. This is likely a result of the participants’ personal experiences

with affected familymemberswho exhibited similar symptoms, leading

them to disregard corrected information. The fFTDKAPI-Q can enable

genetic counselors to identify these response patterns to inform

ongoing counseling and support around predictive testing decision and

life planning.

Although we anticipated one of two possible relationships between

baseline anxiety and knowledge about fFTD (ie, individuals with higher

baseline anxiety would demonstrate greater baseline knowledge due

to proactive information seeking, or individuals with lower baseline

knowledge would be more anxious because of a fear of the unknown),

we found no relationship between anxiety and baseline knowledge,

likely reflecting several factors. First, a subset of participants had

undergone clinical genetic counseling prior to participating in our

study, contributing to their knowledge about fFTD coming into the

study. Second, some participants also knew their genetic status. Infor-

mation learned about fFTD and their genetic status likely had bothmit-

igating and exacerbating effects on anxiety. Somewhat surprisingly, as

shown inTable2, theprimaryoutcomemeasuresexamined in this study

did not differ statistically between those who knew their genetic sta-

tus and thosewho did not, but therewas substantial variability in these

measures.

4.2 Impact of knowledge gain on momentary
affect

As a group, participants showed a decrease in negative affect with

increased knowledge, likely owing to corrections of misconceptions

about the condition that alleviated distress. The gain in knowledge,

including discussion of symptoms that may develop, potentially

helped individuals regulate emotions and control negative affect,

which has been demonstrated in studies of psychotherapy in anxiety

disorders.21 The effect size of our finding, however, was modest, and

may have reflected low baseline negative affect (leaving little room

for improvement) or the influence of other aspects of the research

visit (eg, contact with other providers, exploration of fFTD KAPI-Q

responses with respect to their personal histories). Two participants

who reported symptoms of a moderate to severe degree of depressed

moodandanxiety at baseline showedno change in negative affect after

counseling, each experiencing varying levels of negative affect. The

two participants who reported only a moderate degree of depressed

mood showed improvement in negative affect after counseling. Thus

it may be that high state anxiety interferes with the amelioration of

negative affect from counseling. The one participant who showed a

significant increase in negative affect after counseling (PANAS-N by 7

points) showed no evidence for baseline depressed mood or anxiety.

Overall, there appear to be factors unrelated to mood that can lead to

worsening of (or no improvement in) negative affect that have yet to

be identified and deserve further exploration.

To our knowledge, no study has examined the efficacy of genetic

counseling and its impact on affect or mood in fFTD. The majority of
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the work involving genetic counseling in neurodegenerative disorders

has been in HD and AD [APOE studies], focusing mostly on the psycho-

logical impact of disclosure of genetic testing results. Although studies

exist that examine knowledge improvement in breast cancer genetic

counseling,22 none has been conducted in fFTD.

Our findings have implications for genetic counseling in fFTD. First,

individuals benefit from counseling and psychoeducation, which can

have a meaningful impact on decision-making processes and future

planning. Second, it is unlikely that discussion of the topic will lead

to significant emotional distress for most participants (at least those

represented by this sample); rather, counseling may have an ameliora-

tive effect immediately following the session. It is unknown, however,

if some individuals develop depression or anxiety after the research

visit; thus individuals warrant ongoing monitoring even after a coun-

seling session, whichwe have now implemented in the second iteration

of the study at 1-month post-intervention. In general, follow-up inter-

viewswith individuals after a counseling sessionwould be important to

include in genetic studies to ensure that knowledge and understand-

ing gained from the session is maintained. As seen in the Risk Evalua-

tion and Education for Alzheimer’s Disease study,23 cognitively normal

adults can demonstrate variable longer-term retention of information

learned from a genetic and psychoeducation session, leaving open the

possibility of recalling inaccurate information and impacting predictive

testing, decision-making, and life planning.

4.3 Study limitations

Although no relationship between gender and the outcome variables

were found, future studies should attempt to include a greater repre-

sentation of males. The over-representation of women in this study

may reflect a selection bias, and is not typical in large, multicenter

studies.24,25 Our sample includes a self-selected group of individuals

who volunteered for a natural history and biomarker study, so it is

unclear if our findings would generalize to individuals who do not par-

ticipate in such a study. Studies that offer predictive testingmay attract

a self-selected sample of at-risk people who may have better coping

skills than people at similar risk who do not volunteer. The decision to

participate in a studymay be a coping strategy formanaging the uncer-

tainties of at-risk status.26

Given our participants’ high baseline performance on the fFTD

KAPI-Q, it is possible that the questionnaire may not have been suf-

ficiently difficult, thereby limiting its sensitivity to detect knowledge

gain from counseling. Future versions of the instrument will include

questions that are more challenging (eg, details about fFTD not easily

found on the internet, in lay literature). Nonetheless, the fFTD KAPI-Q

is the first tool of its kind to measure knowledge and understanding of

fFTD in this population andmay be useful in broader studies of fFTD.

Future studies should also incorporate additional genetic coun-

selors in the protocol to assess the reproduceability of current study

results and the validity of the protocol for increasing knowledge gain

from counseling; multicenter studies on this topic are being planned.

In addition, discussions that may impact affect (eg, personal history,

experiences) should be conducted after participants have completed

the post- genetic counseling PANAS, as focus on personal situations

and histories may have impacted affect ratings to some degree in our

sample.

As the field of fFTD makes progress toward the development and

launch of clinical trials of potential therapeutics, it will be critical to

ensure that participants are fully informed and psychologically sup-

ported.Wehope this tool and these data provide an example that could

be scaled up for use in therapeutic intervention studies currently in the

planning stages.
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